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IDC OPINION

This study represents the vendor assessment model called IDC MarketScape. This research is a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the characteristics that explain a vendor’s current and future success worldwide. This study assesses the worldwide capabilities and business strategies of 11 prominent digital strategy consulting suppliers. This evaluation is based on a comprehensive evaluation framework that includes analysis of a set of parameters expected to be most conducive to vendor success in providing world-leading digital strategy consulting services for clients during both the short term and the long term.

A significant component of this evaluation is end-client input: the inclusion of digital strategy consulting buyers’ perception of the key characteristics and capabilities of consulting providers. This input was gathered primarily from direct interaction with vendors’ reference clients, supplemented with the findings of a large-scale (710 responses) worldwide field survey of digital strategy consulting buyers.

The majority of the vendors assessed in this study are among the largest business consulting providers globally, measured by 2017 revenue. As one would expect, overall, these firms performed very well on this assessment. Hence the study found that the majority of the vendors assessed fell into the Leaders category. An evaluation with a larger spread of vendor sizes might have included more vendors in the Major Players and Contender categories.

Context: Clients Prioritize a Mix of Growth and Cost-Focused Priorities

Digital strategy consultancy addresses both the enterprise “cost agenda” (the need to drive efficiency, increase profitability, and reduce costs) and the “growth agenda” (the need to increase revenue, strengthen cash flow, and build the organization’s brand). These two types of strategic objectives are currently evenly matched in importance, according to IDC’s 2019 Worldwide Global Buyer Perception of Digital Strategy Consulting Services Providers Survey, which was run in April 2019 to support this study:

- When IDC asked buyers of digital strategy consulting services to name the most important strategic business objective for their organization, the most cited response (with 21% of respondents) was "make our business more efficient and profitable."
- The second most cited response (with 15% of respondents) was "attract, retain, engage, and monetize our customers better."
- Overall, just over half (53%) of survey respondents worldwide chose growth-oriented themes as their top strategic objectives, while just under a half (47% of respondents) chose themes related to cost and efficiency.

This fine balance between "growth" and "cost" is reflected in the actual work that digital strategy consulting vendors are asked to carry out. The survey asked respondents to discuss a key recent digital strategy consulting project, and then asked what was the most important organizational strategic business objective that the project supported:
• The most cited strategic objective (22% of respondents) for digital strategy consulting projects was "make our business more efficient and profitable," which is a "cost agenda" objective.
• The second-most cited response was "attract, retain, engage, and monetize our customers better" (20% of respondents), which is a "growth agenda" strategic objective.
• Overall, 52% of organizations cited a "growth agenda" strategic objective as the driver of their digital strategy consulting project, while 48% said that their project aimed to meet a corporate "cost agenda" strategic objective.

Digital strategy consulting work therefore reflects the mixture of strategic business objectives among buyer organizations.

**Satisfaction with Digital Strategy Consulting Vendors Is Generally High**

Overall, digital strategy consulting services buyers are satisfied with what they are buying. IDC asked digital strategy consulting services buyers to rate their vendors on a scale of 1-5 across a range of capabilities and strategies (for more details, see the Strategies and Capabilities Criteria section). On average, reference clients put forward by the vendors and in the anonymized field survey (whose respondents were selected by IDC and were not proposed by the vendors), gave these services providers generally high marks.

Key findings include the following areas where digital strategy consulting vendors are performing well (and not so well), according to input from reference clients:

• **Challenging the client to accept new approaches or solutions** was the area where reference clients were on average most satisfied with the performance of their digital strategy consulting vendors. This suggests that consultancies are still doing best what they traditionally do best – bringing objective fresh thinking and new best practices to the client.
• The two next areas where consultancies on average performed best according to reference clients were in **providing digital-focused business strategy capabilities** and the **quality of their professional staff**. These are "bread and butter" areas of work where clients expect their consultancies to be highly proficient, and it is good to see that satisfaction with these areas is high.
• The area where reference clients rated their digital strategy consulting vendors lowest on average was in the **transfer of knowledge/skills to clients' employees**. This should probably not be a surprise as the lack of knowledge and expertise transfer when projects end has long been a recurring complaint among consultancy buyers.
• Two other areas where average ratings for vendors were relatively lower were the provision of **supporting capabilities in technology usage/implementation** and the provision of **value-creating innovation**. For more analysis on this subject, see the Advice for Technology Buyers section.

**IDC MARKETSCAPE VENDOR INCLUSION CRITERIA**

This research includes analysis of offerings from firms with digital strategy consulting and agency offerings worldwide, including those with broad portfolios and specialty services spanning IDC’s research coverage.

This assessment is designed to evaluate the characteristics and buyer perceptions of each vendor, as opposed to its size or the breadth of its services. This assessment mostly considers vendors with very large business consulting businesses (i.e., with more than $1 billion in business consulting revenue in
2017, according to IDC’s global revenue tracker) whose digital strategy consulting capabilities exist alongside a broad set of business consulting and IT services capabilities and offerings.

Other vendors on the market with narrower services portfolios and/or with smaller business consulting businesses may be capable of providing the breadth and the quality of digital strategy consulting services required by clients. In addition, an organization’s specific objectives and requirements will play a significant role in determining which firm should be considered as potential candidates for any engagement. As such, this evaluation should therefore not be considered a “final judgment” on the firms to consider for an engagement.

**ADVICE FOR TECHNOLOGY BUYERS**

Buyers should use this IDC MarketScape as one tool in their qualification and selection of potential digital strategy consulting providers. All the vendors in this study have capabilities to help you create a successful strategy for using digital technologies to create business value. The choice about which (if any) services you buy from an external vendor, and which vendor or vendors you buy them from, should be driven by your unique opportunities and challenges needs at any time.

**What to Look for Beyond the "Table Stakes"**

Key lessons that emerged from input that IDC received from buyers of digital strategy consulting services included the following factors that clients should look for, over and above the "table stakes" of digital strategy capabilities:

- **Look for evidence that the digital strategy consulting vendor can help you build innovation at scale.** For leading organizations that IDC has talked to, the focus of digital strategy has moved on from an initial concern with creating the capabilities and the environment for experimentation to happen to building the structures and the organizational behavior and culture that allows innovation to happen at scale. That means that innovation should happen continuously and right across the organization – it should ideally be "democratized" and should not be the preserve of any one stakeholder group. Innovation should no longer be about elite teams building clever products and services in skunk works isolated from the organizational "mother ship." Rather, it should now be about having structure, financial systems, and the behavior and cultural attributes in place that encourage collaborative, innovative thinking and relentless customer centricity across the enterprise.

- **Look for cultural and personal fit with your digital strategy consulting vendor.** Consulting is still a "people business," and it's important for consultants to work well with their clients on a personal level. In conversations with buyers, IDC found that the buyers that rated their digital strategy consultancy vendors most highly tended to be those where the buyer and the lead consultant had a strong personal connection built on empathy for the client as well as respect and professional commitment.

- **Look for the same commitment, vision, and relentless drive among people at all levels of the consultant's organization.** One of the traditional criticisms of consultancies is that they field their best people when pitching to clients but then ship in less experienced and less committed staff for the actual engagement – the "school bus syndrome." In conversations with consultancy buyers for this study, a related criticism that clients made of some vendors was that the quality, proactivity, and commitment of the senior staff that they dealt with from the consulting was not replicated among other – often more junior – staff that they also dealt with. While consultancies obviously cannot clone their best people in laboratories, and while it's
hard in the middle of a ferocious war for talent to ensure that all employees embody the values of the consultancy, some reference clients told IDC that their vendors could have done more to ensure that staff at all levels embodied the best of the characteristics of the organization. As one reference client that IDC talked to for this study put it, "Every consultancy brings in the big guns for the pitch, but when it's time for the actual implementation and for the long haul, those guys tend to disappear. The junior guys have a ton of potential, but I want to see them learning less on the job and learning more from their senior peers." Some buyers (including the buyer quoted) marked their vendor down in their scoring, for this reason.

Some Areas of Potential Weakness to Probe For

When considering a digital strategy consulting vendor, it may be advisable to pay special attention to four areas in this worldwide evaluation where buyers of these services were on average less satisfied with their vendors than they were in other areas:

- **Transfer of vendor knowledge and skills to the client's employees.** This is an area where the consulting industry has long been seen – fairly or unfairly – as weaker than it should be. While conversations with consultancy buyers suggest that this has improved substantially in recent years, it was still one of the two areas where, on average, the vendors in this study received their lowest ratings from reference clients. This can have real-world consequences: One reference client IDC talked to for this study said that it had to extend the project to spend more time on training its people. Not surprisingly, the client felt that the consultancy is "capable of doing this, but could be better at it," and therefore did not give its vendor a top score for this category. When contracting with digital strategy consulting vendors, it may be advisable to ensure that transfer of knowledge and expertise is explicitly built into the agreement before the contract is signed and work begins.

- **Differentiation among vendors.** This study aims to help buyers select the right digital strategy consulting vendor by probing strengths and weaknesses across a range of capabilities and strategies by the organizations’ profiles. Consultancies compete strongly and tend to offer the same types of services, and innovations pioneered by one consultancy tend to be quickly copied by competitors. Longer-term differentiation often resides in the vendor’s way of doing things, in the "how" as much as the "what" and in its intellectual property (such as methodologies, frameworks, and tools). Particularly when selecting digital strategy consulting partners, press them hard for what really differentiates them from their peers.

- **Supporting capabilities in technology usage/implementation.** While this study is about digital strategy consulting, it is becoming increasingly difficult to separate digital-focused consultancy from implementation. Corporate strategy now tends to be created and refined on a continuous and real-time basis, using iterative cycles in which insights from "real world" digital implementation feed back into – and improve – the strategy. Moreover, strategy development often involves iterative prototyping of minimum viable products (MVPs) and testing of new technologies. All this means that technology expertise almost invariably plays a role in corporate strategy creation. That is not to say that digital strategy consulting buyers should only consider those vendors with large-scale IT services capabilities – the technology “tail” should not wave the strategy “dog.” Many consultancies have excellent specialized digital implementation capabilities created without the need for a high-volume IT services delivery machine. However, it’s advisable for buyers to look for proof of capabilities and experience in technology implementation and to ensure that these will be available whenever necessary during the consulting engagements.

- **Delivery of value-creating innovation.** Innovation for its own sake creates no lasting value – the point of innovation is to use it to achieve business goals. Five years ago, in the initial phase of
the current wave of digital-enabled business transformation, it was important for buyers to see evidence that their digital strategy consulting vendors were on top of disruptive new technologies and that they were innovative in how they applied these technologies. Today, innovation among leading enterprises and nonprofits is taken for granted; it has become part of the fabric of the organization. Operationally, the challenge is to ensure that innovation is done continuously and that it scales. Strategically, the challenge is to ensure that innovation addresses the right issues and that its effect can be measured. Buyers are advised to press digital strategy consulting vendors for evidence that they have experience of helping their clients carry out continuous innovation at scale and that they have a track record of helping clients focus on innovation that matters strategically to the business.

VENDOR SUMMARY PROFILE

This section briefly explains IDC's key observations resulting in a vendor's position in the IDC MarketScape. While every vendor is evaluated against each of the criteria outlined in the Appendix, the description here provides a summary of the vendor's strengths and challenges.

EY

EY is positioned as a Leader in the worldwide 2019 IDC MarketScape for digital strategy consulting services.

EY is a multidisciplinary professional firm present in over 150 countries globally. The firm has more than 16,000 people across the world supporting its digital consulting work.

EY does not have a separate "digital" brand or organization but rather embeds digital transformation capabilities across its four global service lines:

- **Advisory** — Consulting services around strategy, customer experience (CX), operations, technology, analytics, risk and cyber, and people advisory services
- **Assurance** — Providing services to clients around Digital Trust (e.g., around audit, fraud investigation, risk assurance, and cybersecurity)
- **Tax** — Providing services relating to the tax implications of a digital transformation (e.g., changes to tax legislation resulting from the digital economy)
- **Transaction Advisory Services** — Providing services around mergers and acquisitions and capital allocation related to digital transformation

EY has alliances and partnerships with over 30 digitally focused technology companies and institutions including tier 1 vendor alliances with Microsoft, SAP, Adobe, IBM, and Cisco. Other strategic relationships include a new tax technology alliance with Thomson, ServiceNow, Crimson Hexagon, Pegasystems, and Clarabridge.

EY has created its "wavespace" global network of innovation and experience centers. The firm currently has full wavespace 20 centers, with another 50 satellite locations. wavespace centers and satellites have a complementary range of sector insights and emerging technology capabilities. EY also creates wavespace on client's sites, either on a permanent basis or on a mobile and pop-up basis. Over 500 FTEs are resident in the centers, with many more working in and from the centers at any given time. More than 500 EY clients have used the wavespace network over the past year, including over 100 of EY's major (Global 360) clients.
EY uses a digital strategy methodology, Experience-Led Transformation (ELT), to help clients develop a digital transformation road map and an implementation plan. EY teams work with clients in defining, creating, and activating their future customer experience strategy. The ELT approach uses five key stages, using agile design principles.

ETL engagements include a proprietary tool, EY Experience Calculator, that helps clients prioritize areas of focus using three primary factors: value to the customer, value to the organization, and cost/complexity. These factors become components of the future state road map. After developing a future state road map and a blueprint during the initial strategy phase of work, EY uses its Continuous Improvement Implementation Framework to execute the blueprint.

Proprietary assets and accelerators include EY Embryonic (tracks M&A activity and venture capital [VC] funding flows), EY Digital Readiness Assessment (performs digital maturity diagnosis), EY Growing Beyond Borders (consolidates macroeconomic and digital trends), EY CogniStreamer (an open innovation software platform), EY Storybook (a voice of the customer research and journey mapping platform), and Microsoft PPM (a codeveloped solution with Microsoft to manage the overall digital transformation program and portfolio).

In addition, EY launched a number of new capabilities in its fiscal year 2018 including:

- EY Catalyst, an operational excellence cloud-based platform that helps clients enhance their performance improvement programs in supply chain and manufacturing
- EY Risk Navigator, an integrated solution built on the SAP Cloud Platform (SAP's platform as a service) that helps EY clients take advantage of predictive analytics to monitor and manage risk and compliance in the digital age
- Internal Audit Re-imagined, which infuses new technology solutions — analytics (EY Optix), robotics (Automation Central), and risk assessment (RiskApp supported by ThinkTank) — into EY’s intelligent automation offerings
- EY PathScan, which identifies complex cybersecurity attacks

Industries served include financial services, healthcare, travel and hospitality, technology, media and entertainment, consumer products/retail, chemicals, and public sector services.

EY clients include British & Irish Lions, Corteva, Velon, and Royal Caribbean.

Academic alliances include Johns Hopkins (solutions that help improve patient care and operational efficiencies for hospitals and other healthcare facilities) and Los Alamos (behavioral analysis cybersecurity tools to help respond to and quickly counter cyberattacks).

**Strengths**

EY was rated highly by clients in the areas of quality of digital strategy professionals, driving and supporting change across clients’ organizations, delivering value-creating innovation, understanding clients' unique needs, and challenging clients to accept new approaches and solutions.

EY was also noted by clients for a number of areas, including its functional-specific and industry-specific capabilities, transferring knowledge and skills to clients, and client willingness to recommend the vendor to any company.

Comments from EY reference clients included:
“EY are very organized and responsive – a good partner for strategic discussion.”
“They convey digital ideas clearly to business unit people.”
“EY had a very enthusiastic team with a talented leader who had good people and communication skills.”

**Challenges**

EY has the opportunity to improve its perception among clients in three areas: supporting technology capabilities, digital-focused business strategy capabilities, and industry peer recommendation.

**APPENDIX**

**Reading an IDC MarketScape Graph**

For the purposes of this analysis, IDC divided potential key measures for success into two primary categories: capabilities and strategies.

Positioning on the y-axis reflects the vendor’s current capabilities and menu of services and how well aligned the vendor is to customer needs. The capabilities category focuses on the capabilities of the company and product today, here and now. Under this category, IDC analysts will look at how well a vendor is building/delivering capabilities that enable it to execute its chosen strategy in the market.

Positioning on the x-axis, or strategies axis, indicates how well the vendor’s future strategy aligns with what customers will require in three to five years. The strategies category focuses on high-level decisions and underlying assumptions about offerings, customer segments, and business and go-to-market plans for the next three to five years.

The size of the individual vendor markers in the IDC MarketScape represents the market share of each individual vendor within the specific market segment being assessed.

**IDC MarketScape Methodology**

IDC MarketScape criteria selection, weightings, and vendor scores represent well-researched IDC judgment about the market and specific vendors. IDC analysts tailor the range of standard characteristics by which vendors are measured through structured discussions, surveys, and interviews with market leaders, participants, and end users. Market weightings are based on user interviews, buyer surveys, and the input of IDC experts in each market. IDC analysts base individual vendor scores, and ultimately vendor positions on the IDC MarketScape, on detailed surveys and interviews with the vendors, publicly available information, and end-user experiences in an effort to provide an accurate and consistent assessment of each vendor’s characteristics, behavior, and capability.

**Market Definition**

Digital strategy consulting (DSC) services are project services that help clients define how they will use "digital" (3rd Platform) technologies and services to achieve their strategic objectives.

Digital strategy consulting services show the client how to derive business value from deploying 3rd Platform technologies and services. These typically include cloud services, big data and analytics (BDA), mobility, cognitive/artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, social business, next-generation security, the Internet of Things (IoT), and other next-generation technologies such as blockchain and quantum computing.
Digital strategy consulting services are chiefly composed of business consulting activities, including strategy consulting, supplemented with technology consulting activity.

Digital strategy consulting services do not include the actual implementation of digital technologies and the actual transformation of business processes and organizational structures that invariably accompany the deployment of new digital technologies and services. However, they may, on occasion, contain a small element of software development services and product engineering services to produce proofs of concept, prototypes, or minimum viable products (MVPs).

**Related Research**


**Synopsis**

This IDC study uses the IDC MarketScape methodology to provide an assessment of 11 major providers of digital strategy consulting services worldwide. It bases this evaluation on a comprehensive framework and a set of parameters that assesses providers relative to one another and measures vendors according to those factors expected to be most conducive to success in a given market during both the short term and the long term.

"Worldwide, digital strategy consulting demand continues to mature, with enterprises moving on from their initial focus on creating the capabilities for experimentation to happen to building the enterprisewide structures and the culture to allow innovation to happen at scale — continuously and right across the organization," said Douglas Hayward, research director for Digital Strategy Consulting and Agency Services.

"Clients are generally satisfied with the digital strategy consulting services that they buy, but there are some areas where vendors should up their game. These include the transfer of vendor knowledge and skills to the client's employees, supporting capabilities in technology usage/implementation, and the delivery of value-creating innovation — as opposed to innovation for its own sake."
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